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The mechanical interlocking frame at Broadmeadows was replaced by a Westrace SSI on the weekend of 18/19 Novem-
ber 2000. The new panel, shown here, was brought into use for the morning services on Monday, 20 November. Perhaps
the most entertaining aspect of the new signalbox is the presence of the Winter�s Double Line Block Instrument - still
used to work trains on the broad gauge main line north to Seymour. A colleague standing at my shoulder when scan-
ning the photo was convinced that I had used Photoshop to �add� the obviously antiquated instrument to the modern
box. Of course, this is not the only box with such a contradiction; Seymour and Sunbury both have panels and block
instruments, as did Newport until the Williamstown line was resignalled. As far as I know, the Winter�s block instru-
ments were all manufactured before the turn of last century. How many other objects can you think of that are still in
daily use over 100 years after manufacture?  Photo Chris Gordon.
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SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 35/00 to WN 49/00. The alterations have been edited to conserve space.
Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

05.09.2000 Flemington Racecourse (WN 37/00, TS 25/00)
Commencing Tuesday, 5.9., Nos 3 and 4 Tracks were taken out of use to allow the reconstruction of the
platform on No 4 Road. Points 38 and 52U were secured normal.

06.09.2000 Winchelsea (WN 38/00, SW 147/00)
On Wednesday, 6.9., the signal posts were re-lettered. The Down Home became Post E, the Up (Light)
Home Post F, the Down (Light) Home Post G, and the Up Home Post H.

12.09.2000 Somerton (WN 37/00, SW 143/00)
On Tuesday, 12.9., Down Dwarf V6 was lowered to be 1.5 m above rail level account signal sighting.

(18.09.2000) Operation of the Track Recording Car (EM 100) (WN 37/00, SW 138/00)
Within the suburban area EM 100 must be signalled as a train and may be followed through Automatic
Signalling areas by another train.
Outside the suburban area EM 100 will operate under Absolute Block Conditions, under which a follow-
ing train must not be permitted to leave a station or crossing loop until EM 100 has arrived complete at
the station or crossing loop in advance. The provisions of Procedure 15, Section 30, must be observed. In
Token sections, EM 100 must carry a Train Staff, Electric Staff, or Staff Ticket, and in Double Line Block
sections, EM 100 must be placed to �On Line� for the passage of EM 100. When approaching a level
crossing the Driver must sound the whistle in accordance with the Rules and reduce speed to enable EM
100 to stop before entering the crossing. The Driver must ensure that the crossing protection equipment is
operating prior to entering the crossing.

(18.09.2000) Altona Junction (WN 37/00, SW 144/00)
Crossover 221 must not be used for Through Passenger or Freight traffic unless authorised by the Man-
ager Rail Safety - Vic Track. Crossover 221 provides for movements between the East and West lines
between Homes 220, 224, 230, and 232 near the former SEC Siding at Paisley.
Add as new Operating Procedure 16A, Section 34, Book of Rules.

(18.09.2000) Albion Junction - Jacana Loop (SW 37/00, SW 145/00)
Due to the shared radio channel arrangements that currently exist over the NE corridor the following
arrangements will apply.
The ARTC Train Controller, Adelaide, will be the Signaller for the section and the Train Controller,
Centrol, will be the Train Controller as per Section 17, Book of Rules. The Train Controller, Centrol, will
co-ordinate during failure of the signals at Albion Junction and Jacana Loop and issue the Caution Orders
and Arrival Messages, grant Track Permission, and arrange for relief during train disablements, accidents,
or obstructions.

18.09.2000 Newmarket (WN 38/00, WN 148/00)
On Monday, 18.9., Up Home 42 was converted to a LED signal.

19.09.2000 Flemington Racecourse (WN 39/00, TS 26/00)
On Tuesday, 19.9., Nos 3 & 4 Tracks were restored to service.
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(25.09.2000) West Tower (WN 38/00, SW 150/00)
Trains are not to be routed towards Dwarf 136 along the South Hump Avoiding Track except the Kensing-
ton Pilot (9594) or train movements for the sidings at Kensington.
Unless required for the Kensington Pilot or movements for the Kensington Siding, Points 177 must be
sleeved normal, and Dwarfs 160, 162, 164, 166, 168, 170, 172 must be sleeved for movements towards
Dwarf 136.

26.09.2000 Nth Dynon Agents Area (WN 39/00, TS 623/00)
On Tuesday, 26.9., the Middle and Ladder tracks were booked out of service for around two weeks to
allow track work. The points at each end of the sidings have been secured away from the affected tracks.
Access to the Manildra Siding is available via the Fence Track and a short head shunt (50 m clear) at the
Up end of the Ladder Track.

26.09.2000 Spotswood - Anzac Sidings (WN 39/00, TS 624/00)
On Tuesday, 26.9., No 9 Track was booked out service.

03.10.2000 Bacchus Marsh (WN 40/00)
On Tuesday, 3.10., Siding C was booked out of service account track upgrading.

(23.10.2000) Glenbervie - Somerton (WN 42/00, SW 158/00)
Diagram 08/00 replaced 65/98. The new diagram is �as in service� and mainly relates to alterations at
Somerton.
The alterations included are: the provision of a level crossing on the Upfield line outside Post 19 for the
Visy Board access road; the inclusion of a Staff Exchange Platform between the Standard Gauge and
Broad Gauge Upfield lines opposite the signal box; a note for Dwarf 5 (�Start/Stop push button on signal
post released by Somerton signalbox�); showing the Cliffords Road level crossing on the Bright Steel
Siding; the relocation of Up Automatic E798 to the right hand side of the line (actually, the diagram still
shows it on the left hand side); the extension of the Standard Gauge loop by 567m with the associated
alterations to the connections to No 3 Track; and the provision of the security gate, notice board and key
switch at the entrance to the Tubemakers Siding. At Broadmeadows the new high speed crossover
(spiked) is shown.

24.10.2000 Bacchus Marsh (WN 44/00, TS 627/00)
On Tuesday, 24.10., Siding C was restored to service.

25.10.2000 Deniliquin (WN 44/00, SW 164/00)
On Wednesday, 25.10., the Down Home (light) was temporarily taken out of service. The light was
extinguished and a cross +fixed. The �Commence� and �End� Train Order Working boards are situted
adjacent to the Home signal and shunting may take place within these boards without the issue of a Train
Order. The Location Board is situated 2000 metres on the Up side the Home signal.

(01.11.2000) Brooklyn (WN 43/00, SW 165/00)
On Wednesday, 1.11., traffic light co-ordination was commissioned at Somerville Road on the PTC Tip
Siding. Approach section boards will be reinstalled at the track circuit commencement points on the Tip
and Apex Sidings and the existing �Stop� boards will be lowered on the posts.

05.11.2000 Train to Base Radio (WN 44, SW /00)
On Sunday, 5.11., Radio Channel 6 ceased to be shared between NE Broad and Standard Gauge trains.
The Train Control and Radio assignments are now:

Room Lines Channel
5 Melbourne - Warrnambool, 8

Sunshine - Brooklyn - Newport (West Line), Tottenham B - Sunshine 8
Melbourne - Sale, Frankston - Stony Point, Melbourne - Nyora 7
Sale - Bairnsdale SMR

7 North Geelong C - Yelta 5
Dunolly - Robinvale & Kulwin 8
Melbourne - Ballarart, Ararat - Castlemaine, Ouyen - Pinnaroo 3
Murtoa - Hopetoun, Dimboola - Yaapeet SMR
Portland - Maroona 5

9 Melbourne - Seymour (BG) 12
Seymour - Albury, Seymour - Tocumwal, Toolamba - Echuca, Shepparton - Dookie 1
Strathmerton - Cobram, Benalla - Oaklands 1
Melbourne - Bendigo - Piangil, Deniliquin, & Moulamein, Eaglehawk - Inglewood 4

ARTC Appleton Dock - Newport 11
Newport - Pyrenees Loop 2
Pyrenees Loop - Wolseley, Melbourne - Albury 6

07.11.2000 Riversdale (WN 45/00, SW 171/00)
Between Friday, 3.11., and Tuesday, 7.11., the tramway catch points were converted to motor operation
and the existing tramway signals were replaced by lights showing a red or green letter �T�. Trams must be
at the compulsory stop mark for the Driver to see the tramway signal. Track circuits, setting loops, and
mass detectors were provided to detect the presence of a tram.
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The City bound tramway catch and signal continue to be operated by lever 5, and the outbound tramway
catch and signal by lever 6. Lever locks are provided on levers 5 and 6. A 5P key switch (with counter)
was provided for each set of catch points to override the tram protection system in the event of a failure. A
second 5P key switch (with counter) was provided to override the lever locks on Levers 5 and 6 if the
catch points fail to move to the normal position or be detected in that position. Yellow (derail) and green
(normal) lights are provided to indicate the position of the catch points. Red and green lights are provided
to repeat the tramway signals. An annunciator (with manual cancel push button) was provided to indicate
the approach of a tram. A yellow light is also provided on the diagram in each tram line to indicate the
approach of a tram.
The approach of a tram to the level crossing will be detected by the tram protection system and trigger the
annunciator and illuminate the yellow tram indicator light. The annunciator will sound until either the
appropriate tramway lever (5 or 6) has been reversed or the manual cancel button is pressed. Reversing
the tramway lever will close the catch points and clear the tramway signal. The tramway signal, however,
is approach released and will only clear when a tram occupies the track circuit. When the tram has
crossed across the level crossing the tramway lever may be restored to the special notch position. This will
open the catch points provided the tram has been proved clear of the crossing (by the tram clearing the
track circuit and passing over the mass detector). Once the catch points have been proved open (normal)
the tramway lever may be restored to the full normal position. Restoring the tramway lever to the special
notch will also return the tramway signal to Stop. If either tramway lever is left reverse when both tram
track circuits are clear an alarm will sound, however this alarm is time delayed to allow the Signaller to
restore levers after the passage of a tram without the alarm operating. The alarm will automatically cease
after 5 minutes.
If the system fails by falsely indicating the presence of a tram the catch points may be restored to the
Derail position by operating the 5P key switch after the appropriate tramway lever (5 or 6) is restored to
the special notch position. The Signaller must ensure that no trams are approaching or are in the vicinity
of the catch points before restoring the lever to the special notch position.
If a catch point fails to drive to the Derail (normal) position, or the normal detection fails, the Signaller
must check that the catch points are set to derail. If they are not in the derail position the Signaller must
lower the boom barriers by means of the 5P key switch (to protect the operator from road traffic) and
arrange for the catch to operated by means of the point bar. Once the catch points are in the derail position
the 5P key switch must be operated to permit the tramway lever to be restored to the full normal position.
If a catch point fails to drive to the closed position, or the reverse detection fails, the Signaller must ensure
that the appropriate lever is reverse and then instruct the tramway employee to manually close the catch
points. The tram may then be authorised to cross the tramway square. The tramway lever must not be
moved from the reverse position until the tram is clear of the railway.

08.11.2000 Broadmeadows (WN 45/00, SW 172/00)
On Wednesday, 8.11., the Up Distant (Post 37) was replaced by a new post 133 metres further out and
converted to a light (LED) signal. Amend diagram 8/00.

12.11.2000 Rennie (WN 46/00, SW 176/00)
On Sunday, 12.11., the siding was booked out of service. The Up and Down points have been secured
with a point clip.

13.11.2000 Broadmeadows (WN 45/00, SW 174/00)
Between Saturday, 11.11., and Monday, 13.11., trailing main line Crossover 11 at the Down end of the
station was replaced by a new high speed crossover. The new crossover is spiked out of service until the
new signalling is commissioned. Crossover 38/39 was booked out of service and Sidings C and D were
consequently out of use. Plunger 40 was abolished. Points 39 were spiked and clipped normal.
Disc 37 on Post 28 was abolished. Posts 29 (Disc 36), 31 (Disc 8), and 32 (Disc 35) were abolished.
Levers 8, 11, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 were sleeved normal. Lever 40 became a pilot lever.
Amend Diagram 08/00.

13.11.2000 Mooroolbark (WN 46/00, SW 176/00)
On Monday, 13.11., automatic pedestrian wickets were provided at the existing pedestrian crossing at the
Down end of the platforms (34.472 km). The Down Departure Homes MLK302 and MLK304 are detect the
wickets and will not clear unless the wickets are closed. Amend Diagram 17/99.

19.11.2000 Melton (WN 47/00, SW 179/00)
From Sunday, 19.11., the block hours will be:

Monday - Friday ....................................................................................... 0800 hours to 2040 hours
Saturday, Sunday........................................................................................................... Switched out

19.11.2000 Ballarat (WN 47/00, SW 179/00)
From Sunday, 19.11., the block hours will be:

Monday - Friday ........................................................................................................... Continuously
Saturday .................................................... 0001 hours to 1310 hours & 1345 hours to 2215 hours
Sunday ........................................................................................................ 0630 hours to 2100 hours
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19.11.2000 Gisborne (WN 47/00, SW 179/00)
From Sunday, 19.11., the block hours will be:

Monday - Friday
...........................0510 hours to clearance of Train 8022
...........................1600 hours to clearance of Train 8048

Saturday, Sunday...................................... Switched out
19.11.2000 Woodend (WN 47/00, SW 179/00)

From Sunday, 19.11., the block hours will be:
Monday - Friday
...........................0510 hours to clearance of Train 8049

Saturday
...........................0955 hours to clearance of Train 8015

Sunday........................................................ Switched out
19.11.2000 Castlemaine (WN 47/00, SW 179/00)

From Sunday, 19.11., the block hours will be:
Monday - Thursday
...........................0550 hours to clearance of Train 8041

Friday................ 0550 hours to clearance of Train 8043
Saturday, Sunday...................................... Switched out

19.11.2000 Wodonga (WN 47/00, SW 179/00)
From Sunday, 19.11., the block hours will be:

Monday ................................. 0615 hours to 2230 hours
Tuesday - Friday .................. 0330 hours to 2230 hours
Saturday
................................................ 0330 hours to 1130 hours
................................................ 1555 hours to 2135 hours

Sunday
................................................ 0735 hours to 0825 hours
................................................ 1220 hours to 1700 hours
................................................ 2055 hours to 2140 hours

20.11.2000 Broadmeadows (WN 44/00, SW 169/00)
Between 2100 hours Friday, 17.11, and 0400 hours Monday, 20.11.,
the mechanical signalbox and all mechanical signalling was
replaced by Three Position light signalling worked by a new
Westrace SSI. The panel is of the �unit lever� type and is located in
the station building. Diagrams 22/00 and 24/00 replaced 14/86
and 8/00.
The layout was essentially unchanged except that a facing high
speed main line crossover has been provided between Camp Road
and the platforms, and the trailing main line crossover at the
Down end of the platforms has been renewed as a high speed
crossover. These alterations allow Down country trains to use No 1
Track whilst an Up suburban train is standing in No 2 Track.
All new signals are of the LED type.
Double Line Block remains in use on the Down side of
Broadmeadows and a CCTV will be installed in the vicinity of Post
BMS512 to allow the Signaller to check that an Up train has
arrived complete. Broadmeadows remains a Terminal Block Post
on the Up line during clear weather only.
Procedure 28, Section 34, Book of Rules is to be deleted.
(Thanks to Chris Gordon for supplying the information used in
drawing the diagram.)

26.11.2000 Ballarat (WN 47/00, SW 181/00)
On Sunday, 26.11., the Lydiard Street gates were reconnected to
the gatewheel in Ballarat B signalbox and were restored to service.

03.12.2000 Newport - Brooklyn(WN 48/00 & 49/00, SW 182/00 & 186/00)
On Sunday, 3.12., control of the signalling at Brooklyn was
transferred to West Tower. The Electric Staff System Newport -
Brooklyn (West Line) was replaced by the Track Block System.
Amend Diagram 10/99.
Brooklyn
A �WestCAD� control system with two VDUs was installed at West
Tower. One VDU shows an overview of the controlled area whilst
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the other shows Brooklyn itself. Points and signals are controlled using a mouse and menu selections.
Point commands are: Points Normal; Points Reverse; and Block. Signal commands are: Signal Clear,
Cancel, and Block.
Brooklyn may also be operated from the existing local panel. The release for the local panel is given by
West Tower and accepted by a key switch on the panel. The key is normally kept at West Tower. Until
control of the Sunshine - Brooklyn line is transferred to West Tower, Brooklyn will remain in local control.
Homes 11, 12, and 13 were abolished. A Notice Board lettered �WST� was provided on Down Home 9.
Miniature Annett locks were fitted to Points G and N with the Annett Keys secured in an crosslock. The
Annett keys are released by West Tower (or Brooklyn if switched in). A Hayes Derail and Wheel Crowder
was installed at the Up end of No 3 Track and was rodded to Points G.
Newport
Control of Down Home NPT703 was transferred to West Tower and an additional Notice Board lettered
�WST� was provided on the post. Homes NPT702 and NPT 704 are controlled by West Tower (for moves
to the West Line) and the ARTC Train Controller (for moves to the East Line). Boards labelled �WST/ADL�
are fixed to Home NPT702, �WST� to the left hand light signal on NPT 704 and �ADL� to the right hand
light signal on NPT704.
The Duplex lock on the points at the Caltex Siding (Newport) was abolished. The points have been spiked
and clipped.
Insert the following as Operating Procedure 15A, Section 34, Book of Rules.
15A West Tower - Brooklyn - Newport
i) Control of Signalling Brooklyn - Newport
The signalling between Brooklyn and Newport is controlled by the Signaller West Tower who will be
responsible for the issue of authorities during a signal failure between Brooklyn and Newport. A dedi-
cated radio channel (62) is provided for use during this period. All communications on this channel are
recorded.
Should a signal failure occur on the West Line the Driver must contact the Signaller West Tower on
Channel 62 stating their name, corporate number, train describer number, and signal number. If detection
is available on the points ahead of the signal the Train Controller (Signaller?) must complete a Caution
Order and dictate the particulars to the Driver. If detection is not available and the points are equipped
with dual control point machines, the Signaller must instruct the Driver to manually operate the points.
Note: the points at Brooklyn are controlled by ARTC Adelaide.
Should the failure involve NPT702 or NPT704 for a movement to West Line the Signaller must confer with
the ARTC Melbourne Metro Train Controller who will place a blocking command over the points pro-
vided it is safe for the passage of the train. The Signaller will then authorise the movement.
ii) Brooklyn
Brooklyn may either be operated under local control from the panel at Brooklyn or by remote control from
West Tower.
The release for the local control panel is given by the Signaller West Tower and accepted using the key
switch on the local panel. The key is kept at West Tower. Prior to switching Brooklyn in or out all signals
at Brooklyn must be at Stop. If the remote control system fails, local control may be taken provided a �run
down� period has elapsed after operation of the key switch. Under these circumstances control must not
be returned to West Tower unitl the fault has been repaired.
Block hours for Brooklyn will be published in the Weekly Notice.
iii) Failure of Signals at Brooklyn.
Should a signal failure occur whilst Brooklyn is in local control, the Signaller West Tower must advise the
Signaller Brooklyn of the failure. If detection is available on the points, the Signaller West Tower must
dictate a Caution Order to the Signaller Brooklyn who will deliver it to the Driver. If detection is not
available and the points are fitted with a dual control point machine, the Driver will be instructed by the
Signaller West Tower to operate the points manually.

03.12.2000 Newmarket (SW 184/00, WN 49/00)
On Sunday, 3.12., Down Home 48 was converted to a LED and a co-acting signal (of the Underground
type) provided at the base of the post. Amend Diagram 27/99.

(04.12.2000) Block Working Instructions, Section 32, Book of Rules (SW 182/00, WN 48/00)
Rules 1, 2, 3, and 4, Section 32 (concerning the Track Block System) are amended to cover the use of Track
Block on single lines.
Rule 1a has an additional paragraph: �On single lines the opposing Starting Signals or other Signals
governing the entrance to the Track Block Section are electronically interlocked so that it is not possible for
both Signals to simultaneously display a �Proceed� indication�. Rule 1b has an additional point added:
�[The Starting Signal is electrically secured at the Stop position:] 1) if the opposing Starting or orther
Signal at the opposite end of the section is at the �Proceed� position, or [...]�
The third paragraph in Rule 2 (dealing with signal failure) has an addition sentence: �Where the Starting
Signal or other Signal may be controlled from a remote location, this advice [of the circumstances of the
failure] must be given to the Driver by radio.�
Rule 4 is amended by the addition of the West Line between Newport and Brooklyn and the Loop line
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between Brooklyn and Sunshine.
16.12.2000 Kensington - Newmarket (SW 186/00, WN 49/00)

On Saturday, 16.12., Down Semaphore Automatics E173 and E181 were converted to LEDs. Amend
Diagram 27/99.

17.12.2000 Kensington - Newmarket (SW 186/00, WN 49/00)
On Sunday, 17.12., Up Semaphore Automatics E172, E180, and E188 were converted to LEDs. Amend
Diagram 27/99.

23.12.2000 Kensington - Newmarket (SW 186/00, WN 49/00)
On Saturday, 23.12., Up Home 34 at Newmarket and Down Home 20 at Kensington were converted to
LEDs. Amend Diagram 27/99.

24.12.2000 Kensington (SW 186/00, WN 49/00)
On Sunday, 24.12., Up Home 4 and Down Homes 23 and 25 were converted to LEDs. Amend Diagram
27/99.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Chris Wurr writes:

Two things in connection with the Burnley article and cer-
tainly not meant as criticism.

Firstly, I could find no mention of the introduction of
Double Line Block from Burnley to Hawthorn. A look
through Somersaults back to issue No 1 has been unfruitful
too. Perhaps the date went unrecorded.

Secondly, there was no reference to the �Sheremetoff
Power Unit� which was trialled at Burnley during the 1920s.
There is a feature story on the apparatus installed at Burnley
in a 1920s VR Magazine (including photo). Unfortunately,
the month and year of the issue escape me. The so-called
Sheremetoff Power Unit was a mechanical/clockwork de-
vice, which was wound up by the passage of successive
trains activating a flange treadle. The stored energy was used
to operate a set of points, which from the look of the photo
appears to be the points in the delta crossover in the back
Darling platform, from the running line to Sidings A and B.
Trevor Penn tells me this invention came from Russia where
the devices were endemic on the Trans Siberian railway.

Peter Barry writes:

Pilot Working on the Noarlunga Centre Line (Adelaide)

In support of the construction work on the cutting on the
Up side of the Noarlunga Centre Line between Port Stanvac
and Hallet�s Cove Beach, Pilot working is in force between
9 am and 3.30 pm Monday - Friday and 6 pm Saturdays, at

least until Saturday, 16th December, 2000. The Up track is
closed between the Up end of Port Stanvac Sidings on the
Up side of Lonsdale and the Up end of Hallet�s Cove.

The Monday - Friday working involves two pilots who
work on alternate trains, joining the Down train at Merino,
and changing over to the Up train at Lonsdale. The Pilot�s
Authority is a light green form which is secured to a map
tube. After receiving the Pilot�s Authority (Down journey)
or joining the train (Up journey), the Pilot shows the au-
thority to the Driver and then resecures the Pilot�s Author-
ity on the map tube.

The trains cross at a point midway between the Permis-
sive signal and the next Absolute signal on the Up side of
Hallet�s Cove (Down journey). Stop Boards are erected be-
side both lines. The Pilots exchange the Pilot�s Authority at
this point. Delays to trains are about three minutes, but this
is sufficient to warrant providing an extra car set to extend
the normal turnaround time at Noarlunga Centre from a
scheduled 7 minutes to 37 minutes. On my journey the driver
warned passengers that this would happen and asked re-
turning passengers to transfer at Christie�s Beach, the last
station before Noarlunga Centre.

At each end of the single line section, the signals pro-
tecting entry to this section remain at Red. The Pilot�s Au-
thority would permit the Driver to pass these signals while
showing Red. Each Pilot wears a red armband with the work
�PILOT� in black capital letters on the armband.
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Quadruplication Richmond - Burnley

For the next twenty years there was little or no change at
Burnley. Commencing in 1963, however, the layout was sig-
nificantly altered to provide for four tracks from Melbourne.
In conjunction with this work a new signalbox containing a
panel was provided.

The first alteration occurred on the 20 June 1963 when
the hand gates at Madden Gve were relocated for the fourth
time. The new level crossing was located 5 chains further
out (at 3 miles 5 chains) and was equipped with boom bar-
riers instead of hand gates. The boom barriers worked au-
tomatically for all trains.

The next step was the provision of a fourth platform at
Burnley for the Down Glen Waverley trains. This was
brought into use on 21 July 1963. The new platform was
behind the existing Down platform and the junction with
the Down Glen Waverley line was relocated to the Up side
of the level crossing. The junction points were now worked
by lever 3. Home 33 was replaced by an Automatic signal
numbered L129 and the B head on Automatic L121 was re-
moved. The northern pair of interlocked gates at Burnley
Street were relocated to protect the new crossing and an
additional pair of wicket gates (worked by levers 33 and 34)
were provided. Lever 24 became spare. The headshunt to
Sidings E was slewed to provide room for the new track.

Part of the work was the provision of an overbridge at
Burnley Street to replace the interlocked gates. The Burnely
Street level crossing was closed to road traffic as from 10
am on 25 May 1964 and the gate stop levers 39 and 40 were
sleeved normal. The pedestrian crossing remained in use
until 26 July 1964 when it was replaced by a pedestrian un-
derpass. Levers 33 to 38 were then sleeved reverse in the
frame and were subsequently removed on 2 August 1964.
Also on 2 August, the control (lever 30) on Automatic L121
(protecting the former level crossing) was removed.

On 19 September 1965 Stage 2 of the quadruplication
was brought into service. This involved the provision of a
new Up track between Richmond and Burnley on the align-
ment of the eventual Up South track. This involved the re-
moval of Siding D and the replacement of Automatic L108
by a new post on a signalbridge. At the same time the crosso-
ver from the Down line to the Up Glen Waverley platform
(Points 8/11) was abolished. This removed the ability to ter-
minate trains at Burnley. Post L109 was relocated on De-
cember 1965 account the Down track being slewed.

Burnley signalbox was downgraded from Class 1 to Class
2 on 13 March 1966.

On 17 April 1966 the Down line between Richmond and
Burnley was slewed to its final position and the temporary
Down line was taken out of use. The existing signals were
replaced by new posts on signal bridges with Post L109 was
renumbered L107.

The Sidings on the Up side of Burnley (A, B, and C) were
taken out of service on 29 April 1966. Points 6, 28 and 29
were spiked normal, Points 10 spiked reverse, and Dwarfs
5, 22, U23, and 25 were abolished. Home 23 apparently re-
mained �in use� fixed at Stop as only levers 5, 6, 22, 34, 25,
and 28 were sleeved normal. The main line Crossover 15
was abolished, together with Dwarf 7, on 10 June 1966. Home
23 was finally abolished at the same time.

The new Up Centre line between Richmond and Burnley
was brought into use on 31 July 1966. The Up side of the
station now took the form it was to have under the new
panel signalbox, although it remained worked by the me-

B IS ALSO FOR BURNLEY

(Continued from Volume 23 No 6)

chanical box. The Up lines through Burnley were completely
resignalled with new 4 aspect signals (except for Automatic
H122 which could only show 3 aspects) and a crossover was
provided on the Down side of the platforms to allow Up
Box Hill trains access to either of the Up lines to Melbourne.

On 15 November 1966 Home 2 was replaced by a new
post on a signalbridge 7 yards further out from the plat-
form.

The final stage of the quadruplication was brought into
use on 4 December 1966. The connection to the remaining
goods sidings (Sidings E) was altered to lead from the Down
North line, and a crossover was provided beyond the plat-
form to allow Down Box Hill trains to use either Down line
from Melbourne. The existing signals were replaced by four
aspect signals (including Post H122). The mechanical
signalbox was replaced by a new box with a 12 lever unilever
panel. Switchout facilities were provided, but as the new
Down Centre line was not actually brought into service,
these were not initially used.

It is not clear when the new Down Centre line was
brought into service, but this had occurred by 7 May 1967
when a new Sunday timetable was brought into service that
saw all Box Hill line trains using the new line with Burnley
switched out. The first block hours I can find mentioned
were in February 1968 when the block hours were: Monday
- Friday 0050-0900 and 1230-2030; and Saturday 0730-1230.
The early morning opening was for the daily goods which
shunted Burnley between 0125 and 0335.

Post L144 was relocated 54 feet further out on 15 Sep-
tember 1968.

Third track Burnley - Hawthorn

The third track between Burnley and Hawthorn was brought
into service on 13 August 1972 with the completion of bridge-
work over the Yarra. This completed three tracks between
Burnley and Box Hill. The Centre line was worked by Lever
Locking and Track Control with the section being Burnley -
Camberwell. It was (and is) used for Up trains in the morn-
ing peak and Down trains at other times.

At Burnley, the new Centre line was the former Down
track and a new high speed crossover was provided at the
Down end of the platform to enable Up trains on the Centre
line to cross over to the Up Centre line. The new Down track
was taken off the Down North and ran behind the flyover.

On 17 September 1972 the rearrangements at Burnley
were completed with the provision of an additional two
crossovers at the Up end of the station. Crossover 75 was a
�high speed� crossover and normal speed moves could be
made over it reverse. The commissioning of these two crosso-
vers was apparently delayed as they were commissioned as
soon as the overhead was ready.

The third track, however, did not alter the block hours
significantly: Monday - Friday (except Wednesday) 0000-
0955 and 1340-2030, Wednesday 0000-2030, and Saturday
0740-1300.

Minor alterations

A route indicator was provided on Home 16 on 24 July 1973.
This showed �BH� when the route was set towards either
the Down line or the Centre line, and �GW� when the route
was set towards the Glen Waverley line.

All the signals at Burnley were renumbered on 10 Au-
gust 1980 as part of the provision of Metrol.

A new crossover (35) was provided from  No 3 track to
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the Down Glen Waverley line platform on 2 November 1980.
This allowed Down Glen Waverley trains to use either of
the Down lines from Melbourne. It was planned to provide
a matching crossover for Up Glen Waverley trains, but this
was never provided although it did appear on the panel.

Train Number Transmitters were provided between
Burnley and Camberwell and Burnley and Kooyong on 1
August 1982. This was the first installation of these describ-
ers, and initially they were to be used to transmit the train
descriptions from 2000 hours each weekday and all day
Saturday.

At some date the goods sidings had been taken out of
use as a portion of Siding A nearest the main line was re-
stored to service as from 26 June 1989. The remainder of the
sidings were abolished.

On 15 May 1994 the system of working the Centre line
was changed from �Lever Locking and Track Control� to
�Automatic and Track Control�. No signalling alterations
were involved; this was part of the simplication associated
with the introducation of the new rulebook.

On 23 June 1995 a co-acting signal was provided for
BLY375. The co-acting signal was located on the right hand
side of the line between the Up and Down Burnley Through
lines.

The Burnley Stabling Sidings

As part of the removal of stabling facilities at Flinders Street,
three stabling sidings were provided off the Glen Waverley
line between Madden Grove and the Yarra River on 24 Oc-
tober 1997.

Automatic DG149 was replaced by a new Down Home
BLY380. Automatic DG163 was renumbered BLY280. Up
Automatics DG152 and DG180 were converted to Homes
BLY381 amd BLY383. Up Automatic DG144 was renum-
bered BLY281.

The connections to the sidings are worked by a SSI con-
trolled from the existing Burnley panel. A separate switch-
out lever was provided (290) and the sidings can be switched
out while Burnley itself remains switched in. Security gates
worked by lever 283 were provided.

The illuminated letter �A� on Homes 380 and 381 (Sta-
bling Sidings) were taken out of service on 29 October 1998.
They were returned to service on 26 March 1999.

On 25 April 1999 the interlocking was altered to prevent
signalling Up movements from the Centre line to No 3 Track
past BLY343. The �Limit of Shunt� board at the Up end of
No 3 Track and the adjacent fixed train stop were removed.

On 19 September 1999 Up Home BLY381 was converted
to a LED signal.
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DOUBLE WIRE INTERLOCKING

Conventional mechanical signalling
in Victoria, derived from British prac-
tice, uses rodding to operate points
and facing point locks. The friction in-
volved in operating this rodding
means that points have to be within
350 yards of the signalbox. In coun-
tries with signalling derived from
German practice points (and signals)
were operated by two wires. One wire
pulled the points or signal reverse and
the other pulled it normal. Such dou-
ble wire operation could operate
points and signals at a much greater
distance as there was much less fric-
tion and lost movement in the system.
In the early 1920s, the Westinghouse
Brake and Saxby Signal Company
developed a version of the German
double wire system suitable for Brit-
ish conditions. In practice, of course,
the system was largely sold in the
colonies. In Australia, double wire
equipment was manufactured by the
Australian subsiduary, McKenzie and
Holland.

Double wire interlocking was introduced
into Victoria in November 1926 when a 20 lever
frame (22 including conventional gate wheel
and gate stop lever) was provided to work the
new crossing loop at Glen Iris. Since all of the
points and signals at Glen Iris were well within
the operating distance of conventional mechani-
cal equipment, this installation was, presum-
ably, installed as a trial. A second frame (of 15
levers) was provided at Pakenham in October
1929 - this will be referred to on the next page.
The third frame was installed at Eaglehawk in
June 1930. This frame was larger (30 levers, later
extended to 35 levers) and the layout signifi-
cantly more complex. Again, however, the lay-
out could easily have been worked from a con-
ventional frame, so the equipment was clearly
still on trial. These two photos show the
Eaglehawk frame in February 1987 from the
front and the rear. As can be seen, the levers
stood backwards in the frame about 45 degrees
when normal and were reversed by operating
them through 180 degrees. Operation of a dou-
ble wire lever was somewhat awkward for the
signaller. After lifting the catch, he or she pulled
the lever to around half stroke. The grip on the
lever was then reversed and the lever pushed
to the reverse position. The interlocking was of
the conventional tappet type and was mounted
in near vertical trays on the back of the frame.
The horizontal boxes at floor level are standard
lever locks, in this case locking the plunger le-
vers.
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Unlike Darling and Eaglehawk, Pakenham was the forerunner of a number of other installations. Pakenham was a mini-
mal installation provided to work a long crossing loop - 841 yards between facing points. Full signalling was not provided;
a single home was provided in each direction and switch stands were provided to indicate the lay of the main line points.
Extended crossing loops were provided at most of the other staff stations between Dandenong and Warragul between 1930
and 1932 on an even simpler principle. The loop was extended at one end only and a single double wire lever was provided
to operate the remote points and associated lockbar. It was not until 1934 that additional double wire frames were installed.
In that year the line between Bannockburn and Warrenheip was singled and the four intermediate crossing loops were
equipped with 15 lever double wire frames. These followed Pakenham with a single home in each direction and switch
stands on the main line points. The major difference was that the homes were placed closed to the points and distant
signals were provided. The frame at Lal Lal is shown above in May 1988. Each lever is a self contained unit and spaces are
consequently much more apparent in these frames than in conventional frames. The frame is close to original. Levers 12
and 13 are subsequent additions (working light signals), and distant signals 1 and 15 had been converted from double wire
to motor operation. The final sequence of double wire installations dates from 1938/9 when double wire frames replaced

the original single double wire levers
at the staff stations between
Dandenong and Warragul. These
frames were generally of 10 levers and
worked the signals as well as the re-
mote points. The lower photo shows
the last of these frames, at Longwarry,
in January 1987, although it had been
extensively modified by this time. The
last double wire frame was not in-
stalled until November 1955 at Mount
Waverley; constructed as a temporary
measure pending partial duplication,
and it was probably constructed out of
second hand parts. Mention should
also be made of isolated double wire
levers installed on conventional frames;
these existed at Narre Warren (1930),
Moe (1931), Cressy (1937) and Redcliffs
(1938). Only one double wire frame
remains in service today, the 15 lever
frame at Meredith.
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The photo at left is a side on view of the levers
at Bunyip in February 1988. By this date the
frame had been reduced to three working le-
vers which controlled the mechanical signals at
the Down end of the yard. Each lever was a self
contained unit and was separately bolted to two
angle irons which ran the length of the frame.
The angle irons were supported by standards
located every 5 levers. The standards also sup-
ported the locking trays. Each locking tray had
5 channels and, in theory, more than one tray
could be fixed, but none of the Victorian frames
were complex enough to require this. The
mechanism for operating the tappets can be seen
in this view and was exceedingly clever. The
locking was operated by the catch handle and
was transferred between the catch and the tap-
pet by a boomerang shaped crank. When the
lever was normal the pin connection between
the catch handle extension and the boomerang
crank was slightly below the lever pivot. Lift-
ing the catch moved the tappet, via the boomer-
ang crank, half its travel. With the catch up the
pin connecting the catch rod extension and the
boomerang crank was aligned with the lever
pivot and so the crank (and tappet) did not move
as the lever was reversed. When the catch was
dropped to hold the lever reversed, the catch
rod extension pushed the pin connection to the
boomerang crank away from the lever pivot,
however, because the lever was now reverse
�away� meant that the boomerang crank moved
in the same direction as the first movement, giv-
ing the second motion to the tappet.

The lower photo shows the detail on the non
lever side of a double wire pulley. The �E� shaped
casting on the side of the lever is the broken wire
detector. This is only in operation on point (and
lockbar?) levers. If a wire breaks during a lever
movement the detector will prevent the com-

pletion of the lever movement and
the interlocking will consequently
prevent signals being cleared over
points that may have been discon-
nected. The �E� shaped casting termi-
nates the two wires. If one wire
breaks, the casting rotates to engage
with the teeth on the side of the le-
ver casting and prevents the lever
from moving any distance. The bro-
ken wire detectors on signal levers
are secured by a setscrew in the
cover. In the foreground can be seen
an Annett lock. On a double wire
frame, Annett locks took the place of
a lever and directly operated the tap-
pet. Annett locks were surprisingly
common on double wire frames; ex-
amples can be seen on photos of the
frames at Eaglehawk and
Longwarry. This example is at Lal
Lal and was installed in 1988 - after
the photo on the previous page was
taken!
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Signals at a double wire installation could either be
operated by double or single wire. With single wire
operation the signal was operated conventionally with
a balance arm and weight on the signal to haul the
signal wire back through the wire run when the lever
was restored to normal. Double wire operation of a
signal was significantly more expensive than single
wire operation and so was only resorted to when the
signal was too far from the frame to operate by single
wire. In fact, double wire operation of signals was rela-
tively uncommon in later years as very distant sig-
nals were often fitted with motors. At Longwarry, for
example, only three levers were actually double wire
levers - numbers 5, 7, and 10 - and only one of these
(lever 5) worked a signal. Lever 10 had worked the
Down distant by double wire, but this had been con-
verted to motor operation. This photo (right) of the
left hand end of the Longwarry frame shows three
single wire levers (1, 2, and 3), and a double wire le-
ver (5). A double wire lever has a full circular drum.
Single wire levers have a half drum of much smaller
diameter. The drum on a single wire lever is adjust-
able to allow the wire travel to be varied. The adjust-
ment mechanism can be clearly seen on all three sin-
gle wire levers. The front end of the drum has a slot-
ted extension which is bolted to the lever. By loosen-
ing the bolt, the front top end of the drum can be
moved closer to or further from the lever pivot. This
alters the average radius of the drum, and hence the
amount of signal wire wound onto the drum each time
the lever is reversed.

Solid steel wire is used for double wire operation as the normal signal cable would stretch too much. No 8 gauge wire is
normally used, but No 6 gauge wire has been used for point operation. Special 3/16 inch chain is used around all wheels
in the wire lead and a connection between a wire and a chain is shown below. The wire lead uses special 3 inch pulleys to
reduce friction. Pulleys are normally situated 15 yards apart, but may be closer where required. The wheels in the wire lead
are provided with roller bearings, again to reduce the friction. Turnbuckle adjusting screws are provided in each wire lead
near the operated unit to allow for small adjustments in wire length.
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Two examples of double wire point equipment. At
Eaglehawk (left) seperate levers were used to oper-
ate the plunger and points while at Longwarry (be-
low) one lever was used to operated both the plunger
and the points. At Eaglehawk, the point operating
wires come in from the top of the picture to drive the
point mechanism (the square box). The wires operat-
ing the plunger come in from the bottom left and run
around the motion wheel at the bottom of the pic-
ture. A pin in this wheel drives the rod connected to
the plunger of the facing point lock (centre). The bell
crank to the lower left of the plunger drives the rod
to the point detector which is off the picture to the
right. At Longwarry, the layout is a mirror image to
that at Eaglehawk. The point mechanism is at the top
right, the facing point lock and bell crank in the mid-
dle, and the motion wheel for the plunger at the bot-
tom left. The operating wires for the points enter the
picture at the top right and directly work the point
mechanism. Note the two adjusting screws in the
operating wires to alter their length. The plunger
motion wheel is worked by a secondary chain. This
is driven from the point mechanism. The second pin
in the plunger motion wheel (which can be seen in all
of the photos of point layouts) drove the lockbar, how-
ever by the time I began photographing signalling
equipment all of the lockbars had been replaced by
lever locks worked from track circuits. The point
rodding on the far side of the points drives a second
stretcher bar half way along the point blades as these
are a set of �high speed� points.
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The point mechanism commonly used in Victoria is known
as the �Type H� and was patented by F.W. Harvey around
1935. This mechanism was broadly similar to the original
McKenzie and Holland mechanism. Harvey was described
as the �Assistant Engineer, Signal and Telegraph Division,
Victorian Government Railways�. Using the Type H mecha-
nism it was possible to operate the points up to 850 yards
from the signalbox. The diagram below shows the details of
the mechanism. The operating wire is lead around the up-
per channel of the motion wheel B (the lower channel is
used to drive the plunger motion wheel if both the plunger
and points are worked by one lever, as at Longwarry). Fixed
to the motion wheel are two rollers, C, which work in a cam
slot D in an arm pivoted on pin F. To reverse the points the
motion wheel turns anti-clockwise. The rollers move along
the cam slot until they strike the end at the top right after
the motion wheel has turned approximately 45 degrees. The
motion wheel then pushes the arm around, and the last 45
degrees of movement simply moves the rollers back to the
end of the cam slot. The free movement before and after
moving the points allows the plunger to unlock and lock
the points when both are worked by one lever. The crank
arm E is also pivotted on pin F and is connected to the oper-
ating arm by sheer pin H. If the points are trailed, sheer pin

The signal mechanism was also patented by F.W. Harvey
and allowed a signal to be �easily� worked 1,500 yards from
the signalbox. One signal mechanism at Eaglehawk was
marked �McK&H (Aust) Pty Ltd/Melb & Bris/Patented No
482/Dated 8? 2 1936�. The diagrams at the right show the
general arrangement of the signal mechanism and the
mechanism at normal and reverse. The signal mechanism
was complicated by the necessity to prevent the signal from
clearing if the �return� wire broke. If this occurred the ten-
sion in the �pulling� wire could clear the signal. To prevent
this the signal mechanism is separated into three major com-
ponents: pulley wheel A, cam plate B, and operating crank
K. The operating wires drive pulley wheel A, and cam plate
B drives the operating crank (and thence the signal arm). In
normal working, clutch D ensures that pulley wheel A and
cam plate B rotate together. As pulley wheel A is rotated,
roller G on clutch D engages in a notch in projection E on
the cam plate, and so the cam plate is rotated. Clutch D is
kept securely in the notch by the tension in the �return� wire;
if this breaks the clutch disengages and the weight on the
cam plate brings the arm back to danger. Note that no
equivalent protection was given to the point mechanism,
although a break in either wire would cause points to move.
It appears that reliance was placed in the point detector to
hold the points if necessary during the passage of a train in
the facing direction (note that plunger would only hold the
points if it was worked by a separate lever).

The photos at the lower right are of the front and back of
the signal mechanism on the Down Home (Post 2) at Lal
Lal. The cam slot in the cam plate can be clearly seen in the
photo on the right. Idle travel is provided in both the nor-
mal and reverse positions so that crank K travels through a
fixed angle with full travel of the mechanism.

H will break before the rest of the mechanism is damaged.
Before the Type H there was the �McK&H� type which had
a broadly similar operation.

At the bottom of the page is a view of Points 14/Plunger
15 at Eaglehawk showing the point mechanism, plunger,
detectors, and plunger pulley.
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Unlike conventional signal wire, the wires in a double wire
system are always under tension. This tension is adjusted
automatically by compensators situated between the
signalbox and operating mechanism. Two slightly different
designs of compensator were used, but all remaining in re-
cent years were of the type shown above. The compensator
is a simple mechanism - it consists mainly of two weighted
levers each acting on one wire.. The compensator shown
above was located at Longwarry and compensates two dou-
ble wire units. Some idea of the tension in the system can be
gained by the size of the cast iron weights - this is even more
impressive when it is realised that the lever arm for the
weights is about four times that of the moveable pulleys.
There is one complication to the compensator as it is neces-
sary to compensate both wires separately. If one wire
jammed (or was prevented from moving by a detector slide),
the Signaller may still be capable of completing the lever
stroke because the wire would simply raise the compensa-
tor weight. To prevent this, it is necessary to lock the com-
pensator when the lever is being moved. The mechanism
for doing this is shown at right. Normally, both compensa-
tors will move together and when this happens the clutch
mechanism shown will slide up and down the vertical bar.
When the Signaller operates a lever the tightening of one
wire and the slackening of the other causes weighted levers
to become locked in the position they then occupied by
means of the grip blocks which lock tightly on the vertical
square rod. On completion of the lever movement, the bal-
ancing of the tensions of both wires releases the lock and
permits free movement of the weighted levers.


